
UNIFORM DRESS CODE: BOYS

mapleleaf-school.com

Alyce Heights Drive, Alyce Glen, Petit Valley, Trinidad, W.I.
Tel:  868 632 9578     Fax: 868 633 3068     mlis@mapleleaf-school.com  

The proper wearing of the school uniform is fully supported by the Maple Leaf community, and is expected on AND off 
campus. Students who enroll at Maple Leaf do so with a full awareness of the dress code. Therefore, when a student and 
his/her family choose Maple Leaf, they implicitly agree to abide by the established expectations of dress and appearance.

HAIR: Students must be neatly groomed, with hair 
worn above the collar. Long hair must be neatly tied 

back in a ponytail/bun above collar line.

SHIRT: School shirt is to be clean, ironed 
and worn untucked.

PANTS: 
JK - GR 5:

Short navy blue dress pants. 
GR 6 - 12: 

Long navy blue dress pants.

BELTS: An ALL black belt is required.

Dress Uniform 
JK to Grade 5

Dress Uniform 
 Grade 6 to 12

JEWELLERY: A wrist watch may be worn. 
A small religious medal may be worn and 

must not be visible.               
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UNIFORMS are exclusively available at 
ESPREE, The Falls At Westmall, Westmoorings. Tel.: 633-4424

GYM UNIFORMS: Grey Maple Leaf T-shirt, navy blue 
Maple Leaf shorts, black or white socks, running shoes. 
JK-GR 3: May be worn every day unless otherwise 
specified.
GR 4-6: To be worn on P.E. days ONLY
GR 7-12: To be worn during P.E. periods ONLY

SWEATERS: A navy blue Maple Leaf zippered hoodie is 
the only permitted sweater to be worn with the uniform.

HOUSE LEAGUE SHIRTS: A T-shirt in your house colour 
is required. These are to be worn only at House 
Assemblies and sports events.

SOCKS: ALL black or ALL white socks that must be visible.

SHOES: ALL BLACK, fully closed shoes MUST be worn. 
Boots/high tops/basketball shoes/wheelies are NOT 

allowed. Shoes MUST be clean, properly tied/laced up.



UNIFORM DRESS CODE: GIRLS

mapleleaf-school.com

Alyce Heights Drive, Alyce Glen, Petit Valley, Trinidad, W.I.
Tel:  868 632 9578     Fax: 868 633 3068     mlis@mapleleaf-school.com  

The proper wearing of the school uniform is fully supported by the Maple Leaf community, and is expected on AND off 
campus. Students who enroll at Maple Leaf do so with a full awareness of the dress code. Therefore, when a student and 
his/her family choose Maple Leaf, they implicitly agree to abide by the established expectations of dress and appearance.

HAIR: Must be clean and neatly groomed. 
Hair accessories should be small and 

white, black or blue only. Accessories of 
other colours are not allowed. 

SHIRT: School shirt is to be clean, ironed 
and worn untucked over skort/skirt.

MAKEUP and NAIL POLISH (gel/shellac 
included) are NOT ALLOWED.

SKORT/SKIRT
JK - GR 8: 

Navy blue skort 2” above knee.
GR 9 - 12:

Navy blue skirt at knee length.

PANTS (GR 9 - 12 ONLY)
Long navy blue dress pants with an all black belt.

JEWELLERY: A wrist watch may be worn. 
A small religious medal may be worn and 

must not be visible. 
ONE pair of small studs or small hoops; 

ONE in each ear lobe are allowed. 

SOCKS: ALL black or ALL white socks that must be visible.

SHOES: ALL BLACK, fully closed shoes MUST be worn. 
Boots/high tops/wheelies are NOT allowed.

Dress Uniform 
JK to Grade 8

Dress Uniform 
Grade 9 - 12

UNIFORMS are exclusively available at 
ESPREE, The Falls At Westmall, Westmoorings. Tel.: 633-4424

GYM UNIFORMS: Grey Maple Leaf T-shirt, navy blue 
Maple Leaf shorts, black or white socks, running shoes. 
JK-GR 3: May be worn every day unless otherwise 
specified.
GR 4-6: To be worn on P.E. days ONLY
GR 7-12: To be worn during P.E. periods ONLY

SWEATERS: A navy blue Maple Leaf zippered hoodie is 
the only permitted sweater to be worn with the uniform.

HOUSE LEAGUE SHIRTS: A T-shirt in your house colour 
is required. These are to be worn only at House 
Assemblies and sports events.
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